
SWEEPING ATTACHMENTS



Reasons to choose attachments from Holms

Reliability
When you choose Holms you choose an 
attachment that is designed and manufactured 
to extremely high standards of quality.  This 
means you’ve chosen a durable attachment 
that will be used year after year in the toughest 
applications.

Design
Our products are thoughtfully designed with the 
user in mind.  We incorporate details to make 
the job easier; both in operation and 
maintenance.  These details increase your 
efficiency and promote longer life to increase 
the return on your investment.

Support
We deliver and support our products all over 
the world.  Being a global supplier insures you 
that you’ll have access to Holms parts and 
technical advice from one of our dealers or 
from us directly.  

Performance
When it’s about performance you choose 
Holms for a job done right the first time.  We 
manufacture premium tools for those 
customers with a priority on performing quality 
work, everyday, year after year.



When you need the best

Holms PH is ideal for sweeping with wheel loaders.  
The sweepers pickup performance is exceptional
and it can easily replace dedicated sweeping 
machines.  Our suspended design and dual motors 
insure better surface cleaning and decreased 
damages. Optional gutter brushes can increase 
efficiency.

Three sizes available: PH220, PH250, PH300

HOLMS PH Pickup Sweeper



A compact pickup sweeper

Holms PL is a flexible sweeping machine for 
compact loaders and skidsteers. The compact 
design with low height gives good visibility.  With a 
floating bracket and suspended brush the sweeper 
follows the terrain without much operator 
adjustment.  A side brush option is available.

Available in three sizes: PL150, PL185, PL215

HOLMS PL Pickup Sweeper



Standard duty angle sweeper 
that gets the job done

Holms SL is a versatile sweeper for skidsteers and 
smaller loaders.  The SL has the same suspension 
design and long list of features as our larger 
sweepers with a smaller 28” diameter brush.  This 
provides you a value product that is ready for tough 
conditions.  The SL is standard with manual angling
but you can optimize your investment with options 
like hydraulic angling and a dust control water 
system. (Optional Swish brush shown)

Four sizes available. SL200, SL200, SL250, SL280

HOLMS SL Angle Sweeper



Powerful and efficient sweeping

Holms SH is a more robust design for work with 
higher speeds, more difficult jobs and varied 
surfaces.  The SH features a larger 36” diameter 
brush for high performance sweeping. The 
suspended design with down pressure indicator 
insures a proper sweeping position to increase 
brush life and terrain contouring. (Optional Swish 
brush shown)

Three sizes available: SH250, SH300, SH350 

HOLMS SH Angle Sweeper



Super duty sweeper for superior 
performance

Holms SP is an extremely sturdy sweeper for industrial 
sweeping using larger wheel loaders. It connects to the 
loaders attachment bracket like our other models 
making changing attachments easy.  The SP is standard 
with larger gauge brushes to handle the most stubborn 
jobs.  

Available in three sizes: SP250, SP300, SP350

HOLMS SP Angle Sweeper



COMING SOON:
A dual service sweeper

Holms Duo is a uniquely versatile sweeper that 
transforms from an angle sweeper into a pick-up 
sweeper with removable hydraulic bucket.  This 
product is designed for skidsteers and smaller 
loaders.

Available in three sizes; DL150, DL185, DL215

HOLMS DUO Angling Pickup Sweeper



A sweeper for excavators

Holms SC is designed for sweeping in places that 
are difficult to access.  It can be used in a variety of 
specialist areas such as sweeping roofs, uncovering 
fragile utilities or cleaning a dump area for trucks.

Available in three sizes: SC100, SC150, SC200

HOLMS SC



The perfect brush for excavators

Holms Brush is a simple and stable design that 
provides an inexpensive sweeping tool that doesn’t 
require hydraulics. Available with interchangeable 
brackets and two different thicknesses on the brush. 
It’s a convenient tool that can stand by itself without 
support.

Available in four sizes: HB150, HB180, HB200, HB250

HOLMS HB


